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Introducing the iGUIDE Portal
The iGUIDE Portal is an online software interface used for submitting and managing iGUIDE project data 
before and after processing. iGUIDE project data can be interpreted into various deliverables, ranging 
from simple to complex. The processing time and type will vary by the selected package or add-on and 
the portal type. To be usable, all property data must pass through one of the iGUIDE Portal solutions.

Planitar offers three distinct iGUIDE Portal solutions:

1. Essentials Portal (manage.youriguide.com)
The iGUIDE Essentials Portal is used by the majority of iGUIDE users because of its features and lower 
price. It can be used to create, host and manage property data. Those wishing to share their iGUIDEs 
publicly and have them indexed by popular search engines including Google must use this portal. 
Sharing with various parties is also possible via a private or protected link.

2. Enterprise Portal (iguideshield.com, iguideshield.ca)
The iGUIDE Enterprise Portal has enhanced data management and security features in addition to  
what the Essentials Portal offers at a premium price. When compared to the Essentials Portal,  
privacy is increased and therefore does not offer search engine indexing.

Feature Essentials Enterprise (US/CAN)

Indexable

Draft services

SOC II Type I compliance

Secure draft services

Customized hosting and data residency

Invite only

Annual client security evaluation

White glove support

Selecting your iGUIDE Portal solution
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Feature Essentials Enterprise (CAN) Enterprise (US)

Drafted anywhere

Data resides in US

Drafted in Canada

Data resides in Canada

iGUIDE Secure Draft Services
iGUIDE Secure Draft Service is provided from a secure facility in Canada and draft team members 
are cleared to process protected B level information according to the Canadian government’s data 
classification. The facility where secure drafting services occur is certified by the Canadian government 
to have FSC (Facility Security Clearance) and has restricted physical access. Personnel are also subject 
to a DOS (Designated Organization Screening) so they can access protected information, assets 
and work sites. Secure draft services also possess document safeguarding capability (DSC) which 
authorizes an organization to store and handle protected or classified information or assets at their 
business locations.

Customized hosting location and data residency
Data follows a different path depending on the Portal experience selected.  
By choosing your Portal experience you’re choosing the country the data resides in.

Get started with iGUIDE today
From submission to delivery, streamline 
your workflow and elevate your outcomes 
with Planitar’s comprehensive suite of Portal 
solutions. Embrace efficiency, accuracy,  
and innovation with the iGUIDE Portal today.
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About us

Why iGUIDE

Founded in 2013, in Kitchener, Ontario, Canada, 
Planitar Inc. is the maker of iGUIDE, a proprietary 
camera and software platform for capturing and 
delivering immersive 3D virtual walkthroughs  
and extensive property data.

iGUIDE is the most efficient system to map 
interior spaces and features accurate floor plans, 
measurements and reliable property square footage. 
By integrating floor plans and visual data,  
iGUIDE provides an intuitive and practical way to 
digitally navigate and explore built environments.

Contact us
   560 Parkside Drive,  
Unit 401, Waterloo, ON, 
Canada N2L 5Z4

  sales@planitar.com

  1 844 568 1723

   https://goiguide.com/
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